Security Safes
A security safe is primarily designed to protect valuables against theft. Generally all security
safes offer some fire protection and come in almost any size and configuration. Options
include internal fitted movable shelves, locking cupboards and drop/envelope slots or
deposit drawers. The smallest security safe can be 30cm wide weighing less than 25kgs to a
Size 5 or 6 which can be 2M High and weigh over 3 tonnes. All security safes in this range
can be bolted to the wall/floor to enhance security and come with a range of locking options.
Fire Safes
Fire safes are predominately for the protection of paper valuables as well as providing a
level of security. These types of safes generally come with a 1hr fire protection rating
although some are available with ratings of up to 3hrs. The standard UL classification for a
1hr rating involves the heating of the safe to a temperature of at least 927⁰C for 60 minutes.
We carry a full range of fire safes of all shapes and sizes.
Data Media Protection Safes
Not to be confused with fire safes, the Data Media Protection Safe is specifically designed to
protect the highly volatile material used in today’s media storage. The products used are
extremely fine and as such, exposure to heat or moisture of any kind is damaging. We carry
stock of both refurbished and new safes of this type and all are approved with generally a UL
rating of 2hrs in which the safes are heated in excess of 1000⁰C for 120 minutes with the
internal temperature never exceeding 50⁰C and humidity never surpassing 85%. Available in
a variety of sizes from small media chests to larger cabinet sizes.
Coin Cabinets
We supply a range of refurbished or ‘as is’ Coin Cabinets which can be provided with locking
options of your choice. They come in a range of security plate steel sizes ranging from 6mm
to 20mm hinged edge. These safes normally attract an Insurance Cash Rating of between
$5,000 to $10,000 (check with your individual insurer) and can be bolted to the floor/wall.
Solid brand names such as Chubb, Kingdom and Lord, these safes offer exceptional value
for money and meet NZ gun requirement regulations.
Floor/Block Safes
A floor safe is designed to be mounted into the floor and is by design a very secure unit. This
type of safe should be considered in a new building scenario as retro-fitting is difficult and
expensive.
A block safe follows similar principles to the in-floor safe design but is itself set into a
concrete block (or metal casing) and is above ground.
Both these safes offer easy top down access.
Key Cabinets
We can supply a range of secure key cabinets to meet your requirements. Wall mounted,
free standing or designed to be incorporated into furniture or a safe.
We also design and manufacture key cabinets tailored to your specific needs.
Vaults & Bookroom Doors
For the high security and high fire risk end of the market – we have new and secondhand
vaults and bookroom doors – contact us with your specific requirements.

